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Is Manual Handling Training effective in reducing MSDs

in Waste Services?

Written by Gareth Milner BSc (Hons) Ost, Director of Osteopathic Solutions Ltd

Since 2010, Osteopathic Solutions' team has provided Manual Handling Risk Management Services for
over 90 Councils across the UK.

This blog post features our experiences across Waste Services departments, which will provide Corpor-
ate Health & Safety Managers/ Advisors and Waste Services Operational Managers with invaluable
content to reduce manual handling lost time accidents within the workforce.

A Waste Services Operative’s job, make no mistake, is a very physical job which involves significant
strain on the musculoskeletal system even when good manual handling practices are performed.

The HSE in 2018 completed a study on manual handling training. The HSE's health and work portfolio
manager Geoff Cox said...

"Our research shows that simplistic training involving bending your knees to lift a cardboard
box is just a waste of time and money''

This study is mentioned on this page https://www.ioshmagazine.com/shelf-handling-training-waste-
money-hse-warns

I agree with this. Since I started Osteopathic Solutions in 2010, we have had a few occasions when
manufacturing clients have forced us to conduct training in the classroom only, even when we insisted
we needed to be on the factory and distribution floors to maximise the positive effects of the training.
On the few occasions attendees even got hostile with our Instructor about the fact they were in a
classroom with comments like 'you should see what we do'.

I concur with the HSE from this study. Across the UK, there are too many Training Providers for this
subject that are happy to conduct classroom only training, ticking the box for the client with minimal be-
nefits, and near to zero benefits for the attendee.
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The HSE's health and work portfolio manager Geoff Cox went on to say....

"The overall aim is to avoid and reduce manual handling, and that's where employers should 
start if their workforce faces manual handling risks. Don't start with training; start with reorgan-
ising and redesigning your working practices.

"If you do need staff training, and there are many residual risks where this is the case, then this 
needs to be customised and professionally delivered. Any such training should be based on 
observations of current working practices, and should be informed by the views and experi-
ence of the workforce."

Concerning Waste Services 'redesigning your working practices' is very difficult.

Providing 'customised and professionally delivered' training is easier, although there are very few true 
Manual Handling Training specialists across the UK. Towards the end of this article I will present how 
Osteopathic Solutions provides a full training complement to Manual Handling including onsite training 
at your depot or on the job, as well as bespoke 'Council Services' digital training products.

Firstly let's look at Wheelie Bin Collections.

Wheelie Bin Collections

I observed the Wheelie Bin and Food Bin Collection Operatives at a Borough Council. There were 3 
sizes of wheelie bins; 180 litres, 240 litres and 360 litres. Operatives described the 360 litre bins as 
and I quote ‘too heavy’. The pulling tasks included pulling bins across roads during rush hour; dis-
tances of up to 40 metres; pulling up and down hills and across gradients including paths and grass 
verges (slippery, damp and dark conditions). It was common place amongst these three operatives to 
pull 2 wheelie bins to the rear of the dustcart whilst at the same time carrying 2 food caddies. These 
operatives mentioned that ‘in their (Health & Safety) training’ that they were told to handle only 1 
wheelie bin and 1 food caddy at the same time, but that they had to handle 2 wheelie bins and 2 food 
caddies at the same time to ‘get the job done’, avoiding the need to have more employees, and more 
rounds. On the consultancy day the bins were consistently full and overfilled by residents due to the 
Christmas holiday period.

When we provide customised Manual Handling Training for Waste Services teams, it is always at de-
pots. This is good as we can use the Wheelie Bins, recreating the real load weights operatives have to 
push and pull, however 'on the job' training would be so much better. Going to the real environments 
they encounter with the day to day job tasks they do.

I am realistic when it comes to the application of safer manual handling technique in Waste Services.
Even when applying the principles of safer technique with a heavy, fully laden 360 litre wheelie bin, it is
simply impossible for the musculoskeletal system not to absorb the strain of the load weight, especially
with the high task frequency during a shift, awkward environments, distances being pulled, and not for-
getting the cumulative strain of years of service.

With commonplace (amongst Refuse & Recycling operatives nationally, both Council and external 
companies) practices of pulling; and pushing and pulling 2 wheelie bins at a time; slamming wheelie 
bins into curbs; lifting with the back in forward bent, and forward bent and twisted postures; throwing 
refuse bags with one arm, commonly repetitively the same arm; tipping food caddies with one arm, 
commonly repetitively the same arm; carrying 2 food caddies at the same time, musculoskeletal dis-
orders will occur with resulting manual handling lost time accidents and possible injury at work claims. 
Even with risk reduction solutions in place and practised, this role will cause musculoskeletal dis-
orders. The human body is not an unbreakable machine.
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For this Borough Council some of the risk reduction solutions recommended by me were:

- Task specific Manual Handling Training

- Pulling one bin at a time, whilst carrying 1 food caddie

- Separation of bin and caddie collection, with smaller vehicles used only for caddie collection

- Avoidance of slamming wheelie bins into curbs i.e. performing safer practice taught in Manual Handing
Training

- Avoidance of pulling bins across grass when possible. With reference to pulling 2 bins, also avoiding
pulling 1 on the path and 1 on the grass at the same time i.e. pulling both on the path when possible

- Grip both bins before moving to pull

- Pushing single bins with both arms

- Squat lifting and lowering of a single food caddie. Avoiding forward bending, and forward bending and
twisting practices to lift and lower food caddies

- Throwing refuse bags with both arms

- Tipping food caddies using both arms

- Effective inspection and maintenance programme for wheelie bin wheels

- Provision of neoprene wrist supports and enforcement of use

If we look at my recommendation of 'Pulling one bin at a time, whilst carrying 1 food caddie' this is best 
practice but is it realistic with the volumes of houses staff have to work through? The only real solution is 
for the Council to double its Waste Services workforce. With the amount Councils make from Council Tax, 
I will put it out there and say, that should be perfectly feasible. Finance Directors and Chief Executives at 
Councils will say otherwise.

If we look at most of the other risk reduction measures, it is about the operative learning safer techniques 
and practices from their training. However there is a major stumbling block for these habit changes. If per-
forming a manual handling task in a hazardous way doesn't hurt, then why perform the supposedly Back-
Safe practices? Unfortunately it will take most humans to suffer from a severe musculoskeletal disorder 
like a prolapsed spinal disc or a rotator cuff tear for them to acknowledge safer techniques and practices, 
and perform them all the time.

Myself coaching BackSafe Pulling of a Wheelie Bin at Redcar & Cleveland Council.
You can watch this on https://youtu.be/S2Y-lfnWIxI
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Commercial Bin Collections

At the same Council I observed the rounds of operatives handling commercial bins. You can watch some 
of the Videos from our YouTube page on the following links:

https://youtu.be/5JFn9ZCj3ZE

https://youtu.be/w3FrMZ8raYU

https://youtu.be/L03qSskU9MU

The first collection observed involved a single commercial bin that was 2 person pushed and pulled no 
more than 6-7 metres (shown in the video https://youtu.be/5JFn9ZCj3ZE). The operative who was pulling 
the bin whilst walking backwards had to push open a metal door with his left arm whilst pulling the bin 
with his right hand. This was unavoidable, with the environment putting more strain on his body.

When the bin was locked onto the vehicle lifting mechanism both operatives had to lean towards the 
vehicle to lock the bin onto the lifting mechanism. This involved a spinal side bend using the lower back 
muscles. Again unavoidable manual handling posture with the vehicle design and function.

These operatives performed hazardous pushing and pulling practices including a lack of communication 
and coordination when team pushing and pulling; and forward bending pushing the bin back into its posi-
tion using bodyweight and the weaker upper body muscles. This is where customised Manual Handling 
Training can help, helping to improve team handling communication and coordination as well as educat-
ing the workforce on hazardous postures and techniques to avoid, following by the practical application of 
BackSafe pushing and pulling of Commercial Bins. But again it whether the employees want to take this 
safer application on, into their day to day practice.

The 2nd collection observed involved team handling the commercial bin out of a gutter area and then up 
an incline around 10 metres with a push and pull. The pull involved gripping the bin handle with one arm 
using bodyweight to pull the bin in a forward bent and side bent left spinal position. The other operative
was pushing. There appeared to be no communication in the initiation of the bin movement (the push and 
pull). As shown in the video https://youtu.be/w3FrMZ8raYU the operative wearing the winter hat was put-
ting in more physical effort than his colleague. The 2nd bin was then team pulled to the vehicle around 5 
metres up an incline. The operatives did assess the load weight by checking the inside contents. Initially 
the bin was team pulled using bodyweight, leaning in a spinal forward bend and side bend, which is
a position of strain for the spine when pulling a heavy load. The empty bin was then returned, again turn-
ing it whilst it was moving.

Concerning customised training, practising with commercial bins with inclines is indicated. The problem is 
many depots across the UK will have no inclines, and even if they do, it can be difficult regarding the 
amount of time operational teams want to give you for the training, as well as trying to maximise the 
amount of employees they are training in 1 day. We find most operational teams want training to be con-
ducted over 2 hours. In an ideal world, we would recommend a half day (i.e. 4 Hour) practical Course 
with a small group of 5-6 employees to really get the practical message across. We are generally con-
tracted to provide 3 x 2 Hour 100% Practical Courses over a day training up to 30 employees. This is the 
industry demand.

The transfer of the next bin at this location was very awkward as it had to be moved over broken concrete 
and a raise in the concrete. The distance moved over the broken concrete was 4-5 metres and the re-
maining transfer over smooth concrete was a further 4-5 metres. There was no manual handling commu-
nication. Again the operative (with the winter hat on) was putting more physical effort in than his col-
league who was more passive in his physical effort. I observed that there was some space to store the
bin that would have removed the need to handle it across the broken concrete and over the raise. En-
forcement of storage of the bin here with the clients would need to be enforced (if possible).
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This is another example of the environment forcing more physical strain on the operatives' musculoskeletal
systems. It will take a Council Manager to try to enforce the business owners to store their bins in a place
that will make the Council's employees' jobs easier. Is that possible?

Some of the risk reduction solutions recommended by me were:

 - Task specific Manual Handling Training
- On the job Manual Handling Training/ Coaching
- More team pushing contacting one of the bin sides
- Avoid team pulling when possible
- Avoid turning bins whilst at the same time transferring the bin
- Coordinated team handling with clear communication
- Alternation of the side of the bin that pushing to lock on lifting mechanism i.e. using different arms
- Effective inspection and maintenance programme for commercial bin wheels
- Provision of neoprene wrist supports and enforcement of use

Waste Services Operative at Surrey Council throwing a Refuse bag with 1 arm

Sack Collections

At the same Borough Council, Manual handling tasks included lifting single refuse bags out of bins, carry-
ing bags considerable distances from the bins to the vehicle and throwing bags into the back of the dust-
cart. The operative shown in the video https://youtu.be/p00e34GLRHE is lifting single bags from the bin in
a forward bent spinal position using the same arm (the right arm) for each lift. He then lifts 3 of the bags 
together in a forward bent position using his lower back muscles to lift. He then forward bends to put
them down on the ground. He then lifts 4 bags which are obviously heavy and carries them around 25-30 
metres across paths and grass verges, down steps, to throw the bags into the dustcart. The same operat-
ive insisted the bags weren’t heavy when asked if it was too heavy. This sort of attitude with lack of 
thought (and possibly education – maybe the effects of hazardous manual handling practices haven’t 
been taught to this employee) about his physical capabilities will lead to a severe musculoskeletal injury, 
especially a prolapsed lower lumbar disc with high levels of lower back pain (and leg pain called sciatica) 
and disability for an indefinite period in his life.

This is a great example of the bravado many Waste Services employees perform. Why they do this? You 
would need a Psychologist to explain, as there is no sense in it. However it must be said that the work-
load pressures are large. At some Councils the workload pressures will be more self enforced, as the 
pressures will be due to the employees trying to squeeze their round in as soon as is possible, so that 
they can get to their 2nd job on time, the 'job and finish' or 'job and knock' culture. Until Councils across 
the UK stop this practice, employees will continue to rush their tasks so that they can earn a better in-
come in life. I can understand that.
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Some of the risk reduction solutions recommended by me were:

- Task specific Manual Handling Training at their workplace
- On the job Manual Handling Training/ Coaching
- Education (kept simple) on the effects of hazardous manual handling practices within a classroom envir-
onment
- Bags stored in wheelie bins & not refuse bins
- Working at a pace that is in line with safe manual handling practices

Wheelie Bin Deliveries

The task shown in the video https://youtu.be/Y8efxHzkVtA involves pulling 10 stacked, new 140 litre 
wheelie bins with both arms, left arm on the bottom bin and right arm on the 8th stacked bin, a short dis-
tance of 1 metre and then lowering them and finally dropping them to the ground. The lowering of the 
stack involves holding the considerable load weight away from the body as they are falling, placing signi-
ficant mechanical strain on the shoulders, neck and lower back. The final part involves letting go of the 
bins to drop them on the floor as shown in the video. Individual bins are then pulled out in a forward bent 
spinal posture, twisting the back and pulling with the left arm with the shoulder in a flexed and abducted 
movement. The operative said the task ‘strains his chest’ as the bins were ‘tight’ as they had settled into 
the bin below and strong physical pulling force was needed to take individual bins out. The remaining 
stacked bins were then lifted and pushed back into the locked storage area. Each wheelie bin then had 
the wheels fixed on them. This task involved a lot of unavoidable, fixed forward bending of the spine. The 
operative informed me that he will make around 30 bins up in one go, which took him an hour. Much of 
this hour is spent in a forward bent position. However the operative did perform habits that were hazard-
ous and avoidable. As shown in the bottom video to the right he unnecessarily slams down the bin to feel 
if the small metal pole was inside the bin. This would have caused shock through the arms with the force 
absorbed by his neck (which he described he got pain from).

Therefore you can see that this is a very specific task with only this employee at the Council performing it.
This simply needs 1-2-1 training with this operative and will not be part of a 2 Hour Course which has 7-
10 operatives attending. This is where Waste Services management need to be mindful of all employ-
ees and all their individual tasks. A one size fits all Waste Services Manual Handling Training programme 
will not work for all employees, even with a true specialist like Osteopathic Solutions delivering it.

As you will hear at the start of the video https://youtu.be/Y8efxHzkVtA the employee says ''it does hurt 
your back''. Sometimes there are manual handling tasks which operatives perform on their own, that 
cannot be performed in a physically safe way for the musculoskeletal system.

Risk Reduction Solutions I recommended were:

- Task specific Manual Handling Training at the Depot
- On the job Manual Handling Training/ Coaching
- Storage of bins in lower stacks; 5 high instead of 10 high. Is this possible with the manufacturer?
- Manufacturer to lightly grease outer of the wheelie bin to make pulling out bins physically easier
- Job rotation. More operatives performing this job role. The operative was the only employee ‘serving the 
whole Borough’ with deliveries of new bins and 2nd hand bins
- Individual operatives to alternate the top arm when lowering and dropping the stacked bins.
- Lifting of stacked 360 litre bins a 2 person task. This is performed during Osteopathic Solutions' provi-
sion for Newport City Council which you can view on www.osteopathicsolutions-manualhand-ling.co.uk/
newport-city-council
- Provision of a lumbar support www.performancehealth.com/rolyan-neoprene-lumbar-support and provi-
sion of training on postural awareness
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A Waste Services Manager demonstrating how his employees push & pull 
2 Wheelie Bins at a time

Cleaning out the back of a Dustcart

As shown on the video https://youtu.be/-lSC02ZZWow this task is performed 1-2 times per week. The task 
involves:

- Lowering the ladder on the side of the dustcart
- Unlocking the side door with keys
- Climbing up the ladder and entering the vehicle through the very small side opening
- A shovel and a broom are used to shovel waste out of the vehicle through the small side opening. When 
the shovel load is emptied onto the ground the operative is holding a heavy shovel load away from his 
body in a forward bent, side bent right and twisted right spinal position
- Climbing up the ladder and entering the vehicle through the very small side opening
- A shovel and a broom are used to shovel waste out of the vehicle through the small side opening (shown 
in the same video). When the shovel load is emptied onto the ground the operative is holding a heavy 
shovel load away from his body in a forward bent, side bent right and twisted right spinal position

To view more information about this task go to www.osteopathicsolutions-manualhandling.co.uk/dacorum-
council

The following is the most likely risk reduction solutions:

- Contracting external suppliers to clean
- Job rotation
- Supply of a lumbar support
- Supply of PPE more fit for purpose (especially to prevent glass/ needles piercing) 
- Team of 2 working at a single time – monitoring colleague safety

Apart from contracting external suppliers to do the job, these risk reduction solutions are only 'palliative' 
and the task is what it is. Unless manufacturers make bigger vehicles, and Councils purchase these bigger
vehicles the task is high risk for lumbar spine prolapsed intervertebral discs (see below image).
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Osteopathic Solutions Manual Handling Expert Instructor Paul Henaghan listening to Waste
Services Operatives' informing him about the issues with their Manual Handling Tasks

Frame Installations

At the same Borough Council I observed at their depot (and not in the community environment where
they are installed) with coverage of the task in the video https://youtu.be/WmTkX1SUY-o

The specific frequency of the task was not given but the operatives informed me that a frame could be in
place in the community for a 6 month period. The 3 ft x 2 ft slabs weigh 100kg each, with 3 handled for
each frame. The metal frame weighs approximately 25kg (employee informed) which holds 3 wheelie bins
for recycling. At the depot the slabs are shuffled along the ground as shown in the video, by one operat-
ive. This involves a forward bent spinal posture, especially the neck bending forward, and strenuous grip
and use of the arms whilst shuffling the slab to the delivery vehicle.

When onsite in the community, a 2 man lift and lower of the very heavy slab is performed. This load
weight is three times the HSE guidelines for load weight regarding a 2 person lift, however this is not a 3
person load due to the small load width. The slab is then lowered in a team of 3 operatives using a shovel
into position in the base of the frame; a high risk manual handling task involving a likely forward bent posi-
tion supporting a very heavy load. This is repeated 3 times for each frame installation. For removing the
slab from the frame a 2 person team lift is performed, three times per frame. In all the team handling
seen, communication was poor which led to poor coordination of the lift.

Within manual handling training of course you can practise tasks like this, but only with the employees
that conduct it. Again an additional more customised Practical Training Course would need to be de-
livered. This task is an example where human beings are asked to do tasks that should be more suitable
for the BFG (don't you just love Roald Dahl's books!).
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From this task the following are the most likely musculoskeletal disorders:

- Neck muscle strains and ligament sprains
- Cervical disc herniation
- Lower back muscle strains and ligament sprains
- Lumbar disc herniation and prolapse

Risk Reduction Solutions I recommended:

- Task specific Manual Handling Training at the Depot focusing on best practice team lifting, carrying and
lowering
- On the job Manual Handling Training/ Coaching
- Supply of premade frames from manufacturers
- Supply of a hoist at the depot to lift slabs onto the vehicle

OK, we will go back to the original question of this blog post 'Is Manual Handling Training effective in 
reducing MSDs in Waste Services?'

Don't provide Manual Handling Training for your Waste Services Operatives, and see what happens to 
your manual handling lost time accident statistics. 

Manual Handling Training WILL be effective in reducing MSDs (musculoskeletal disorders) in 
Waste Services, but it won't be as effective as it can be in other industries, like manufacturing, where the 
tasks, loads, environments and equipment can be controlled more.

Although it can't be controlled, Waste Operative Managers need to be mindful that employees will suffer 
MSDs from what they are doing outside of work. For example, some could have a poor diet which can lead 
to weaker muscles and ligaments; at a London Borough once one of the operatives during training was 
eating a bag of Doritos (cheese flavour I must add) and a Lucozade for his breakfast. Some could have 
other jobs that are also physically strenuous; commonly operatives work in pub environments where heavy 
keg handling will be performed. Some may go home and watch hours of television, stiffening up their backs 
in the couch even more, after a heavy and repetitive collection shift. Of course, Waste Operative Managers 
have no say in what their teams do when they leave but they need to be mindful that they have a legal re-
sponsibility to make sure their teams are not exposed to high risk manual handling (for MSDs) and that 
they provide the highest quality Manual Handling Training.

So like what the HSE said recently, is Manual Handling Training a 'Waste' of time? Excuse the pun. If you 
class Manual Handling Training as putting on a poor 20 minute video production like produced by these 
generic Health & Safety Companies, produced over 20 years ago, filmed in an office environment, then yes 
it will be a waste of time.

Provide practical training by a true Manual Handling industry Expert at your depot and on the job; with 1-2-
1 training provided when necessary; supported by a Bespoke 'Your Council' Manual Handling Training 
DVD - watch https://youtu.be/fgB9g7v_huo and a culture of employees being encouraged to inform man-
agement of MSDs followed up by the appropriate Occupational Health management. Action this and 
watch your manual handling lost time accidents reduce!
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A Best Practice Manual Handling Training Strategy for Waste Services Teams

As you will know, from the Health & Safety at Work Act and the Manual Handling Operations Regula-
tions it is a legal requirement to provide Manual Handling Training for your workforce. Here is Osteo-
pathic Solutions best practice strategy:

1. On the Job & Depot Based Training

We recommend training Manual Handling Instructors through our Expert Manual Handling Instruct-
ors (who are Registered & clinically practising Osteopaths) delivering our 3 Day Accredited Programme
at your depot (image from a 3 Day Instructor Programme at Eastleigh Borough Council shown below
left) or through your Corporate Health & Safety Team training your own Instructors following the pur-
chase and then use of our innovative 2020 published product DigiTrain® (shown below right).

For more information please view 

www.osteopathicsolutions-manualhandling.co.uk/manual-handling-instructor 

www.osteopathicsolutions-manualhandling.co.uk/digitrain

As well as having in house Instructors, who can train individual employees after coming back to work after
a musculoskeletal injury, we recommend for best practice training the workforce directly with us in 3 or 2 
Hour 100% Practical Skills Courses. For the customised Waste Services Course Outline & Learning Out-
comes please email me at garethmilner@osteopathicsolutions.co.uk

2. Digital Training Products
Of course practical training is par for the course. However digital training products without doubt have a
role these days in enhancing the learning and development experience for an employee. Osteopathic
Solutions have 2 cost effective solutions as shown below, our Online Training Programme (image below
left) and our Council Services Manual Handling Training DVD (image of hard copy shown below right).

For more information please view
www.osteopathicsolutions-manualhandling.co.uk/product-page/council-services-manual-handling-train-
ing-usb

www.osteopathicsolutions-manualhandling.co.uk/online-manual-handling-training
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If you are a Corporate Health & Safety Manager/ Advisor or Waste Services Manager join in on our 
'no cost to you' Wednesdays Manual Handling Questions & Answers.

I run these sessions at 2pm every Wednesdays (except when I am holiday! :.)

We even ran a 'Council Services session during March 2021. For more information and to view feedback
from this session from the Corporate Health & Safety Managers please view

www.osteopathicsolutions-manualhandling.co.uk/wednesday-questions-and-answers

To join in, email me at garethmilner@osteopathicsolutions.co.uk with your preferred Wednesday date
and I will then email you a Microsoft Teams link specifically for your required Wednesday at 2pm.

Thanks for reading this blog post. I hope you found it useful, and that it will support you in your role to re-
duce manual handling lost time accidents at your Council.
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